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EDITORIAL
I see that my editorial for the May “Runway 22” mentions the weather – and
how wet it was after such a dry spring. Now we know – the wettest summer
for 100 years. But enough about the weather – how very British, to run on
about the weather!
As I write this we have just had another of our very popular Open Days – or
as we seem to prefer to call it – our Funday.
Of course we were blessed with glorious late summer weather, (there I go
again) and the whole day was enjoyed by record crowds. In truth our Funday,
just like Topsy, has “growed and growed” and perhaps, just perhaps we
might give it a miss next year. I have included a report in the newsletter.
Enjoy this edition of “Runway 22” and a big thank you to all who send their
contributions to me.
ED
In the June edition of “Runaway 22” I mentioned that Squadron Leader
Tommy Broome has died at the age of 96.
Tommy Broom was the navigator in a two man DH Mosquito partnership in
WW2. Along with Ivor, (later Sir Ivor), Broom, they were known as “The
Flying Brooms”. The late Sir Ivor Broom was an hon. vice president of our
society and Lady Broom remains an hon. vice president.
The following was taken from the Daily Telegraph and is an account of some
of their wartime exploits as well as an obituary.
ED
In August 1943 Tommy Broom was the chief ground instructor at the
Mosquito Training Unit when he first met his namesake Flight Lieutenant
Ivor Broom (later Air Marshal Sir Ivor Broom), an experienced low-level
bomber pilot. They immediately teamed up and flew together for the remainder of the war, forming a formidable partnership and completing 58 operations together, including 22 to Berlin.
Initially they joined No 571 Squadron as part of Air Vice-Marshal Don
Bennett's Pathfinder Force, and on May 26 1944 they flew their first operation, an attack on Ludswigshafen. Their ground crew embellished their
Mosquito with two crossed broomsticks, adding the legend "The Flying
Brooms".
On August 9 they took part in a spectacular night-time mission to drop mines
in the Dortmund-Ems Canal. They descended rapidly from 25,000ft to fly
along the canal at 150ft, releasing their mines under heavy anti-aircraft fire.
The force of eight Mosquitos closed the canal for a number of weeks. Tommy
Broom's brilliant navigation had helped ensure the success of the raid, and he
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To finish, my poem for this issue is called....

Sky Fever
I must to up to the skies again, to the white clouds and the grey,
And all I ask is a high launch, and the chance to ‘get away’;
And the wing’s surge, and the wind’s song, and the quiet clouds’
drifting,
And a heat-haze on the land’s face, and the warm air’s lifting
I must go up to the skies again, for the call to soar and glide,
Is a free call, and a clear call, that may not be denied;
And all I ask is a sunlit day, and the bright height’s gaining,
‘Neath the ‘new-cu’ that towers above, and it’s lift maintaining
I must go up to the skies again, to the peace of silent flight,
To the gull’s way, and the hawk’s way, and the free wings’ delight;
And all I ask is a friendly joke with a laughing fellow rover,
And a large beer, and a deep sleep, when the long flight’s over
— Robbie, RAE Gliding Club, ‘Sailplane & Gliding’ magazine

Membership Secretary Report
I would like to welcome the 11 new members since the last newsletter. This brings the total membership to 264.
John Crowder
Stuart Durrell
Eric King
Malcolm Laflin
Chris Ling
Ian Lisseman
Sam Knock
Geoffrey Nunn
John Smith
Ivan Smith
Graham White
Should you know of anyone wishing to join the following fees apply:
Single Membership cost: £8 on joining, £7 per year thereafter.
Joint Membership costs: £13 on joining, £11 per year thereafter.
Should you wish to contact me my details are as follows:
Joe Cox : 43 Exeter Road ; Felixstowe : Suffolk : IP11 9AT
Telephone: (01473) 273326 Email: joecox@hotmail.com
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Staying locally they spent two days looking at the Control Tower Museum,
the Memorials on the Barrack Square and the Roll of Honour and the Stained
Glass Window in the church of St.Michael and all Angels here on Martlesham Heath.
Unfortunately I was unable to contact Ashley Gant who on many occasions
displayed the story of Eldon Slanker at our annual Funday events. None the
less they enjoyed the visit and we of course enjoyed showing them around.

despite the excitement the late Daphne Taylor generated at the prospect of
seeing him once more, Daphne used to tell us of the times she enjoyed at
Playford Hall, which is where Mike was billeted.
I have since talking to the family, who by the way are Mike’s nephew and
niece and discovered that Mike is in a home with Parkinson's.
More on this story in the next Runway 22.
Martyn

was awarded a DFC.
The Brooms took part in another daring attack on New Year's Day 1945. In
order to stem the flow of German reinforcements to the Ardennes, the RAF
mounted operations to sever the rail links leading to the area, and the Brooms
were sent to block the tunnel at Kaiserslauten.
They were approaching the tunnel at low level just as a train was entering it.
They dropped their 4,000lb bomb, with a time delay fuse, in the entrance and
11 seconds later it exploded, completely blocking the tunnel – the train did
not emerge. Tommy Broom received a Bar to his DFC and his pilot was
awarded a DSO.
When Ivor Broom was given command of No 163 Squadron, Tommy went
with him as the squadron's navigation leader and they flew together until the
end of the war. Their last five operations were to Berlin, where searchlights
posed a perpetual problem.
On one occasion they were coned for as long as a quarter of an hour. After
twisting, turning and diving to escape the glare, Ivor Broom asked his
disoriented navigator for a course to base. Tommy replied: "Fly north with a
dash of west, while I sort myself out." A few weeks later Tommy Broom was
awarded a second Bar to his DFC – an extremely rare honour for a bomber
navigator.
Thomas John Broom was born on January 22 1914 at Portishead, Bristol, and
educated at Slade Road School, leaving when he was 14 to work as a garage
hand. As soon as he reached his 18th birthday he enlisted in the RAF and
trained as an armourer.
He served in the Middle East, initially in Sudan, and in 1937 was sent to
Palestine to join No 6 Squadron. With the threat of war in Europe, however,
there was an urgent need for more air observers; Broom volunteered and
returned to Britain for training. In February 1939 he joined No 105 Squadron
at Harwell, which was equipped with the Fairey Battle.
On the day the Second World War broke out No 105 flew to Rheims in
northern France to support the British Expeditionary Force, and within three
weeks Broom had flown his first reconnaissance over Germany.
After the German advance into the Low Countries on May 10 1940, the
Battle squadrons were thrown against Panzers and attacked the crucial
bridges across the main rivers, suffering terrible losses. After the fall of
France, Broom and some of his comrades managed to reach Cherbourg to
board a ship for England. No 105 Squadron was re-equipped with the
Blenheim, and during the Battle of Britain Broom attacked the German
barges assembling at the Channel ports in preparation for an invasion of
England.
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On October 11th 2012 we are to get another visit, this time some of the family
of Major Michael (Mike) Yannell of the 360th squadron 356th FG. Mike is
one of our Vice Presidents, albeit a very elusive Vice President.
I have spent some considerable time over many years trying to make contact
with Mike who I regularly sent our newsletter, ‘Runway 22’ too, I have
however, never made contact with him.
I cannot even remember meeting him at the two 356th FG reunions in the US

During a raid on Cologne in November 1940 his aircraft was severely
damaged by anti-aircraft fire, but the crew managed to struggle back to
England where they were forced to bail out as they ran out of fuel. For the
next 12 months Broom served as an instructor.
He returned to his squadron in January 1942, just as the Mosquito entered
service, and on August 25 was sent to attack a power station near Cologne.
As the aircraft flew at treetop height across Belgium, the crew spotted an
electricity pylon. The pilot tried to avoid it but the starboard engine struck the
top of the pylon and the aircraft ploughed into pine trees. Both men survived
the crash, and were picked up by members of the Belgian Resistance.
They were escorted to St Jean de Luz by the Belgian-run "Comet" escape
line, and Broom crossed the mountains under the aegis of a Spanish Basque
guide on September 8; his pilot followed him two weeks later. Twenty-five
years after the event Broom returned to St Jean de Luz to meet the woman
who had sheltered him from the Germans.
In accordance with the policy at the time, he was taken off operations and
became an instructor before teaming up with Ivor Broom a year later. Tommy
Broom left the RAF in September 1945, but he and his pilot remained close
friends until Sir Ivor's death in 2003.
After leaving the RAF, Broom worked for the Control Commission in
Germany to "help rebuild the country I had spent years trying to destroy".
Unable to speak the language, he was allocated an interpreter, a young
German war widow. In July 1948 they married and returned to Portishead the
following year.
Broom worked in the accounts department of Esso Petroleum for many years.
Apart from the war years, he spent all his life in Portishead where he was a
well-known and much-loved character. Comfortable mixing and conversing
with all ages, he took part at the age of 77 in the annual May Day race with
his grandson.
He always enjoyed a pint and was a regular at his local, The Poacher. During
the war Ivor Broom did not drink; if by accident Ivor was included when a
round was being ordered, Tommy always defended his pilot against those
who tried to press a drink on him: "He doesn't want it, he doesn't like it and
he doesn't need it. But if you insist, go ahead – and I'll drink it for him."
A biography, Squadron Leader Tommy Broom DFC: The Legendary
Pathfinder Mosquito Navigator, by Tom Parry Evans, was published in 2007.
Tommy Broom died on May 18. His wife, Annemarie, died in 1963, and
he is survived by their daughter and a stepdaughter.
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of the film, “a bridge too far”. For once our usually efficient intelligence
services failed to notice that Panzer divisions were in the immediate area. Not
only that, but some of the parachutists were dropped in the immediate area of
a training camp where German army personnel were actually being trained
to fight airborne troops!
Of course the object of the massive airborne landing was to force an entry
into Germany over the Rhine by capturing several bridges. This was marginally successful at first but eventually the force was overcome and any chance
of ending WW2 before Christmas 1944 had disappeared.
It is tempting to recall the Great War saying, “lions led by donkeys” - not by
the brave commanders on the ground, but catastrophic miscalculations by
High Command.
Karen was at the bookstall and they certainly sold several copies of Mike’s
books and also DVD’s.
A vote of thanks was given by our President, Gordon Kinsey.
ED

Recent Vists
It was our pleasure to welcome Barbara and husband David Kenyon and their
daughter River to Martlesham Heath in August of this year.
Many of you will know of the story
surrounding the untimely death of Lt.
Eldon L Slanker.
Lt. Slanker was stationed at RAF Martlesham Heath with the 356th FG and was
a member of the 361st Fighter Squadron.
On the 12th April 1945 Eldon was flying
a P-51D, 44-15073 QI-M "The Brunette
Bunny" and was involved in a mid air
collision somewhere near Hintlesham in
Suffolk with a P-47, 44-21184 HV-R
flown by Lt. Edwin B Lightfoot, sadly
both were killed in the incident.
Eldon was married before coming to
England and sometime after his death his
widow remarried. Barbara is the granddaughter of that remarriage and although
not a blood relative wanted to find out
more about Eldons life at Martlesham.
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John Pemberton explained that he hails from Czechoslovakia and arrived in
England just before war broke out, in September 1939. He had always
wanted to fly and immediately volunteered to join the RAF to help in the
struggle to free his homeland.
Hitler had decided to switch his offensive from airfields in 1940 to blitzing
London and other cities. The Germans realised that their bombers were no
match for fighters in daylight and switched to night bombing. John became a
night fighter pilot and remained so throughout his flying career. He managed
to get himself shot down by London Ack-ack gunners when he strayed over
a part of London that had been out of bounds to fighters. He and his navigator
bailed out and the very next day was flying another Beaufighter.
John flew many different types of aircraft from Blenheims to Phantom F4’s.
He is now 91 and spoke for the best part of two hours with only a few notes.
He also explained that he had adopted his English wife’s name because his
own was unpronounceable by most Englishman.
A vote of thanks was given by our President, Gordon Kinsey.
August and as usual, In place of our usual monthly meeting we enjoyed a
coach trip to the Combined Services Museum at Maldon, Essex on August
3rd. The coach was almost full and we all enjoyed our evening visit. The
museum staff had laid on a refreshment buffet. The museum has been funded
by a business man and it contains an enormous selection of artefacts. A
superb collection of weaponry from the 16th century and up to the present
day. The selection of rifles and handguns must be as comprehensive as any
to be found anywhere. Another section dealt with espionage from the Second
World War as well as the Cold War.
Well worth a visit and our thanks are due to Martyn Cook who organised the
outing.
Our monthly meeting for September was held one week earlier than usual
because of difficulties hiring our usual venue, the Community Hall. It certainly made no difference to the numbers. A packed house was present to
enjoy an illustrated talk by someone who certainly knows his subject.
Major Mike Peters was accompanied by his wife, Karen, The subject was
“Glider Pilots at Arnhem”; the same as the title of his book.
Mike, who has been in the army since the eighties is now a major with the
Army Air Corps and stationed at RAF Marham, where they have Tornados.
He is the senior liaison officer with the RAF. Mike and Karen, with their
family, live in mid Suffolk.
The name given to the audacious airborne landing in the Arnhem area of
Holland in September 1944 was “Operation Market Garden”. As Mike
related, with the aid of projected images, the whole assault was, in the name

I have included a letter in the “Letterspot” section from Lady Broom. I was
amused by her comment that “her husband always knew when they crossed
the border between Holland and Germany because “the waving stopped
and the people ran for shelter”
ED
Our member, Tarkey Barker sent me a letter telling of his own meeting
with Tommy Broom.
ED
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“About 15 years ago I spent some of my working time in Lowestoft and one
day looked in at a Small Art Gallery. I was immediately taken with a print of
a Mosquito and purchased it. When I arrived home and examined it the
caption stated that the Mosquito was the personal aircraft of Ivor Broom
(pilot) and Tommy Broom (navigator) and that they had flown over 50
missions together. They were known as the Flying Brooms but were not
related. The Mosquito carried nose art of a pair of crossed witches’ brooms.
In 2002 whilst helping out at the Martlesham Heath Control Tower Museum,
grand opening day I was fortunate to meet Ivor Broom ( by now Sir Ivor and
also a Vice President of the Martlesham Heath Aviation Society ) who was
part of the opening proceedings. He signed my picture and I was well
pleased. I didn’t know of the fate of Tommy Broom or even if he had
survived the War.
In August of 2009 on an aviation forum someone mentioned an open day at
the Mosquito Museum and the fact that Eric Winkle Brown was doing a
signing along with 20 others. I was amazed to see Tommy Brooms’ name on
the list. Neither I nor Tommy were eventually able to attend. I wrote to him
asking if I could go and see him and he replied yes and would I like to meet
the Author of a book written about him by Tom Parry Evans. I asked him
about a fee for this and he replied “Treat us to lunch in a local hostelry and
that will do nicely.” I purchased a copy of the book to take with me, and also
asked Gordon Kinsey to sign a copy of his book, Martlesham Heath to be an
extra thank you.
!9th November 2009, accompanied by my wife I went down to Portishead
near Bristol some 215 miles and had lunch with them both and had the picture
and book signed. I took some cash not knowing what it was going to cost. We
finished up at lovely Inn called the Windmill on the banks of the Severn
Estuary. Tom the Author insisted on getting the first round. and after trying
8 tasters of real ale he decided on a particular beer. I asked for a menu and to
my surprise they both had a pensioners afternoon special costing £3-99 each,
and it was beer battered Haddock and chips.

What a chap! 96 years old with 3 DFCs. Shot down in Belgium and made his
way to Gibraltar via an evasion line. At one point because of a mix up he had
to take a train carrying no papers and finished up sitting opposite 2 Gestapo
Officers who spoke to him. Knowing no German he grunted and lucky
enough they got up and left. He flew over 80 missions of which 50 or so was
with Ivor Broom. He mentions in the book his frequent visits to The Samson
and Hercules Club in Norwich. He also mentions the fact that he smoked St
Bruno and drinks real ale, which he still did. Sir Ivor was tea total so it was
normal for Tommy to have his drink as well. He was such a quite chap and it
difficult to imagine the amazing exploits he had accomplished.
It was a day we will never forget and it made us feel so very humble.”
Remembering the excellent talk by Major Mike Peters entitled, “Glider
Pilots at Arnhem”, at our meeting on 31st August, I have included the
following article. This appeared as an obituary in the Daily Telegraph and
was kindly sent to me for “Runway 22”. The connection with Martlesham
is slim enough but the incident recorded here was mentioned by Mike
Peters in his talk.
ED
On September 17 1944, British airborne forces landed in Holland to capture
the bridge at Arnhem. In the first wave, Smith and his crew took off in their
Dakota towing a Horsa glider carrying men of the Border Regiment. Flying
in a loose formation, 47 Dakota/Horsa combinations had left Broadwell near
Burford and 41 successively released their gliders over Arnhem.
The following day Smith returned with another Horsa, in which the CO of
the Border Regiment was among the troops. The CO’s glider had suffered a
failure over England the previous day, and he was anxious to join his men,
who were already at Arnhem.
As the combination crossed into enemy-held territory it was hit by antiaircraft fire which killed the pilot and wounded two of the crew — including
Smith, who was occupying the second pilot’s seat and acting as the map
reader. He immediately took over the controls of the Dakota and kept the
aircraft on its course towards the target.
The glider had also been damaged, and the pilot, recognising the Dakota’s
problems, prepared to cast off. Using the radio intercommunication embedded in the tow rope, Smith told them to wait as he turned towards friendly
territory. As they crossed Allied lines, the glider pilot released and landed
safely as Smith set course for home. He arrived over the Suffolk coast and
made a successful emergency landing at RAF Martlesham Heath.
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Colonel Raymond Rankin Withers USAF (Retd)

Ray Withers passed away peacefully on July 28th 2012. He is survived by his
wife, Kathleen and their children. Carol, Janice, Alan and Gary. There are 13
grandchildren and 15 great-grandchildren.
Ray Withers was born August 22nd 1919 in Fayette County KY, where he
lived on farms until 1940.
He enlisted in the Army Air Corps in March 1942 at Washington, D.C. while
employed as a FBI fingerprint classifier. After receiving his pilot wings and
commission in 1943, he flew 106 combat missions as a fighter pilot in the
356th Fighter Group at Martlesham Heath in England, recording four air kills
against Germany.
His career awards included the Silver Star, the Legion of Merit with cluster,
the Distinguished Flying Cross with cluster, the Air Medal with nine clusters,
the Army and Air Force Commendations Medals, the Presidential Unit
Citation and numerous theatre and service medals.
Ray saw service not only in WW2 but also in the Korean War and the
Vietnam conflict.
After WWII he was integrated into the regular Air Force. He completed a
bachelor's degree in electrical engineering from Ohio State in 1949 and a
master's degree in business administration from the University of Chicago in
1953. Colonel Withers served as a command pilot, engineer, administrator,
planner and director in research and development activities for the remainder
of his career at many stateside bases as well as a tour in Japan.

MONTHLY MEETINGS ROUNDUP
June and our monthly meeting featured an old friend of the society, Hedley
Molland.
The subject of Hedley’s illustrated talk was, “Air shows of the 80’s and
90’s”. Hedley Molland was an RAF pilot and flew Hawker Hunters and the
English Electric Lightning, among other types. Famously he was forced to
eject, first from a Hunter and then again from a Lightning. A doubtful claim
to fame but fortunately he has lived to tell the tale.
Hedley has been videoing air shows since video camera weighed several
pounds and were a real challenge. However, we were entertained to a
splendid collection of video footage and still projected images of aircraft,
many of which are no longer with us in flying condition.
Our meeting on Friday, 6th July was a very well attended talk by a remarkable
man who flew night fighters during WW2.
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Obituaries

Sadly I have to report the passing of two of our American friends and
have posted an obituary to them below.
ED
Harold Briebart - Staff Sergeant 100/10/5556
Harold was born on the 4th of October 1916 in Brooklyn New York. His
parents from Europe, Russia and Poland met on the boat bringing them to
America. Harold was the only son but he had three sisters
In 1941 along with 12 friends he volunteered to join up and selected the Air
Force, spending 10 weeks of basic training at Fort Dix, New Jersey. Harold
was selected to train in the field known as the Commissary, which found him
on several courses and one in particular a dietition course at Red Rock.
Harold left New York in one of the many convoys to the UK calling at Cork
and then to Dunoon around November 1942. Whilst waiting for a posting to
a base he was billeted at Crew Hall in the Midlands. There were about 15
other men and an officer, they had the use of a couple of jeeps which they
used to get to the nearest town and they had to vacate the hall by 8 o'clock
and were not allowed back until 9 that night. During that time land army girls
came in and did all the cleaning and bed making etc. Harold thought that time
rather boring but spent many hours clay pigeon shooting. Occasionally they
would be allowed to have a dance at the hall but MPs were stationed around
the building to ensure no hanky panky!
Finally in 1944 he was posted to Wattisham to a commissary post and on the
first day he was there the base was bombed by the German Air Force, his first
experience of an air raid. Late in 1944 he was scheduled to go to France to
the 9th Air Force but was unexpectedly re-directed to Martlesham Heath to
run the commissary there. His duties were mainly to ensure that all personnel
were given a healthy diet and made up the weekly diet which was passed on
to the Master Chef, but only after it was sent to HQ near London for final
approval. Weekly convoys made their way to Cambridge where all the
supplies necessary were pick up and brought back to Martlesham. Sometimes
he felt as though he was feeding half the population of Ipswich by the amount
of supplies being asked for, even the CO requested a special weekly bag of
food for his girl friend in Ipswich. Harold married an Ipswich girl in June
1945 whose father Mr Livingstone ran the Green Ace Garage in Norwich Rd.
In November 1945 he was discharged on compassionate grounds to return to
America because his father was very ill. He was discharged at Fort Dix in
1946. However his father in law was keen to keep his daughter in England so
he offered Harold a partnership in the running of a Garage in Copford, which
he did for many years.
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After recovering from his wounds, Smith, who was a warrant officer at the
time, was invited by the BBC to make a radio broadcast about his experience.
The citation for his DFC concluded: “He set a fine example of courage and
resource in the face of great difficulties.”
The son of a Battle of Mons veteran, Albert Edward Smith was born on May
30 1917 at Richill, Co Armagh. After leaving Portadown Technical College,
he worked as a development engineer for Pye Radio. In September 1939 he
volunteered for aircrew service in the RAF and trained as an observer. During
the early years of the war he flew bomber operations over Germany before
becoming a bombing instructor in Coastal Command. Anxious to see more
action, he joined the newly-formed No 575 Squadron at Broadwell in early
1944.
On the night of June 5 1944, Smith dropped men of the 5th Parachute Brigade
over Normandy and the following night towed a glider to the same area. By
mid-June rough airstrips had been created in Normandy, and the Dakotas
flew in supplies and evacuated the wounded.
After the Arnhem operation Smith was commissioned and spent the rest of
the war ferrying supplies to Allied forces as they advanced into Germany.
When hostilities ended he studied to be a teacher, a profession for which he
was admirably suited. He retired in 1963 as Senior Master at Ashfield Boys’
School in East Belfast and then helped his son to rebuild and restore 1920s
vintage cars.
He enjoyed golf and fly fishing, and was an enthusiastic member of the
Northern Ireland branch of the Aircrew Association. A modest man, he rarely
spoke of his own deeds but often reminded people of the gallantry of others.
He had a dry sense of humour, and when asked what he would like to
celebrate his Golden Wedding Anniversary, he replied: “A minute’s silence.”
Albert Smith married his wife, Helen, in October 1941. She survives him
with their two sons.
Flight Lieutenant Albert Smith, born May 30 1917, died March 23 2012

Our Archivist, Alan Smith sent me this which he picked up from the closed
Air Britain website. It has no title – but maybe “Sabre Rattling” might be
suitable!
ED
It was March 1944 when I finished my training as a Navigator in the Royal
Air Force. After 200 hours of night flying from RAF Mona, Anglesey. We
expected to be posted to Bomber Command but it was not to be. The whole
course of Navigators was sent to an airfield near Cardiff and put in a hangar
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with a similar number of pilots and ordered to pair off. Then each pair as a
crew was allotted an Avro Anson. The Anson was a low wing twin-engine
aeroplane with a wingspan of almost 60 feet used by Coastal Command. We
were to fly as transport aircraft with just pilot and navigator.
As D-Day approached, we were told our planes were part of 1311T Flight
Transport Command but this was later changed to 84 Group Support Unit
2nd Tactical Air Force and our job was to keep the British and Canadian
forces supplied after they landed in Normandy. Unarmed and heavily loaded,
we took off from bases near the South Coast and flew across the Channel at
2000 feet looking for temporary airfields just our side of the front line (which
was, of course, advancing all the time). One day in the summer of 1944 when
the Allied troops had advanced east of Caen, we had taken off and flown
towards the French coast. I had given a course to fly to an airfield captured
by the Canadians and at 2000 feet was map reading. Suddenly, I observed a
small black spot moving below us. Gradually it got bigger until I could
identify a Fieseler Storch German reconnaissance aircraft coming up from
below. It was a sinister looking high wing monoplane painted all in black
with white swastikas and formated a few feet from our right wing tip. The
pilot was wearing a black flying helmet and goggles. He looked across at us
and stared and then took out and waved his service revolver at us!
We had also been issued with revolvers for protection if we crashed in enemy
territory so we both drew our revolvers and shook them back at him! The
German then waggled his wings and slowly descended until he was finally
lost above the trees below us.
Our Anson slowly plodded its way on at 140 knots until we spotted the allied
airfield where we landed safely.
Philip Mead, Surrey (formerly WO Navigator 1805100 in the RAF 1942 1946.)

LETTER SPOT

down in front of him.
It transpires that two very young Frenchmen had managed to get a job with
a civilian contractor at a German airfield near Caen. Their names were Jean
Hebert and Denys Boudard. One of them had taken a few flying lessons and
had flown solo but in reality they were both just in the late teens and quite
inexperienced.
They had seen the Bucker Jungmeister, (rather like a Tiger Moth), when it
was parked up in a hangar. They examined the controls and worked out how
to start the aeroplane. When it was pushed out the next day the two, who
were wearing civilian blue overalls and carrying brooms, walked nonchalantly over to the aircraft. The trainee pilot jumped in and his partner in
crime swung the prop. In A few seconds they were airborne. The engine
faltered and then picked up before they headed out in the general direction
of England.
It was April 1941 and presumably they flew under our radar because they
made landfall at Bournemouth before following the coast to find a likely
landing spot at Christchurch.
These youngsters had luck with them all the way. Firstly to escape from
under the noses of the Germans and then to avoid being shot down when
they arrived in England.
Jean Hebert and Denys Boudard were taken to London where they enlisted
in the RAF and donned the uniforms of the Free French Air Force.
Tragically Jean Hebert was killed in 1943 as the result of an air accident that
apparently has never been fully explained. He was piloting a Miles Master
to Cranwell when the aircraft crashed.
Denys Boudard survived the war and became a test pilot in civilian life. He
died in Caen on October 9th 2005 aged 85.

Dear Alan,
A quick email to record that passing of a former Martlesham Heath 'Erk and
MHAS member 406339 LAC Jim Morton. Jim was 80 years of age and
suffering from inoperable liver cancer but passed away comfortably at home
in his sleep, the way he'd wanted.
Based at Martlesham from 1951 to 1954, he was a technical storeman in the
equipment section, leaving the RAF after 3 years service. He was an 'ever
ready' in the following years but later changed to Khaki and the TA and for
many years later and rose to the rank of sergeant in the Royal Military Police.
In more recent years and a holiday in Ipswich he revisited Martlesham,

I looked their story up on the net and the following snippet as told in the
story posted there. Not that I can laugh – my French is non-existent!
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"Flying over the English coast, we finally locate a military airfield south
of Britain. The landing took place smoothly. British soldiers have come
a sergeant who was gibberish we wanted to give the German company's
Gracious Majesty. After we were ferried in London and we were soon
enlisted in the Royal Air Force. We saw Clostermann. Free France was
a small team you know”!

ANGEL VISITS – FROM BIPLANES TO JETS
Group Captain Frank Griffiths served with the RAF for 41 years. He joined
in 1936 and retired in 1977. His book, “Angel Visits – from Biplane to Jets”
begins in 1939 when he was engaged in a hazardous journey as a pilot with
a flight of Blenheims of 62 Squadron from Bedfordshire to Singapore.
Reading his book one cannot help marvel at the charmed life this extraordinary man had. He was recalled to England just before the Japanese invaded
Singapore, otherwise, in his words, “I would have finished up in a grave
beside the notorious Thailand to Burma railway.”
Frank Griffiths spent some time at RAF Christchurch on the south coast
where the TRE, (Telecommunications Research Establishment), were carrying out urgent trials with 10 centimetre Radar. This was the development
of Radar that the successful development of the cavity magnetron had made
possible.
Whilst he was at Christchurch he was amazed one day to see a small biplane
with full German markings touch down on the airfield close to him. I have
included the story below, under the title, “Two Brave French Boys”.
Another chapter in Frank Griffith’s book tells of his introduction to that
ancient, but most useful amphibian, the Supermarine Walrus. Up to seven
of these venerable old aircraft served at Martlesham during WW2.
In another paragraph he relates his time during 1943 flying with 138
Squadron at Tempsford. He was shot down during August of that year and
was the only survivor. It was Christmas before he arrived home via the
Pyrenees and Gibraltar after walking for months!
It was then back to RAF Defford to more “boffinery”, as he called it. Here
he took part in the development of the automatic landing of aircraft.
Frank Griffiths devotes a chapter to the birth of the Blind Landing Experimental Unit, (BLEU), at Martlesham, where he continued his work in blind
landing development.
I began by intending simply to “plug” this interesting little book, but I guess
I was carried away somewhat!

bought Mr Kinsey's book and I brought him back to 'The Heath' and we
managed to cajole, beg or bluff our way into many of the old buildings he had
worked in or lived in some 40 odd years previously.
He joined the MHAS following further visits and attended many of your
events, on one occasion sharing it with my young daughter and presenting a
copy of his remaining black and white photographs to the museum. I still
have this electronically should you require it.
In later years he took a great interest, pride and pleasure in his military
service, so much so I was able in his 77th year to bully him into donning a
blue beret and his original cap badge and marching with myself other
veterans at several remembrance services with his medals, due in no small
part to his re-acquaintance with the MHAS and your regular issues of
'Runway 22' that he looked forward to receiving greatly
So please convey the thanks of his family to the society which I trust will
continue to go from strength to strength.
Warmest regards
Gary
The following letter is from our hon. Vice President, Lady Broom.
ED

In the previous article about the book by Frank Griffiths, entitled, “Angel
Visits, from Biplanes to Jets”, he tells of being amazed one day at Christchurch to see a small biplane with full German Luftwaffe markings touch

Thank you for your letter concerning Captain Winkle Brown becoming a
Vice President of the Association, also for the invitation to the Fun/Open Day
in September.
Sadly I have to decline the Fun Day. I am now in my ninetieth year and no
longer travel far from home.
I am pleased to read that Captain Brown has become one of your Vice
President’s.
I always enjoy reading your news and the current was of particular interest.
Ivor never forgot the raid on the power stations on 12 August to his dying
day, it was his first low level daylight raid over Germany. He was quoted as
saying many times that his observer didn't have to tell him when they crossed
over the border from Holland to Germany as the waving stopped and the
people ran for shelter.
The copy of the painting of his aircraft was taken from a photograph on the
front page of the Daily Express the following day with the caption 'Do we fly
low? Do we!”'
I was pleased to read in your Magazine that a copy was given to Edmond
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ALAN POWELL

TWO BRAVE FRENCH BOYS

Buyck by the Blenheim Society at the unveiling of the Memorial in Philippine, Holland for Flt Lt Ivor Lewis and his crew.
Best wishes to you and all the members of the Society.
The comment by Lady Broome that “a copy of the painting of his aircraft
was given to Edmund Buyck” refers to an article in the February 2012
“Runway 22”. A memorial on land belonging to the Dutch family of that
name has been dedicated to another Blenheim crew who lost their lives on
the Cologne raid that Lady Broom refered to.
ED.

A STORY OF AIR/SEA RESCUE IN WW2
The late Joyce Millard, who lived at Felixstowe, wrote a marvellous little
book, “Mayday… Calling Mayday”.
In it Joyce recalled her WAAF career as a VHF/DF/RT (very high frequency,
direction finding, radio telephone), wireless operator during WW2.
Joyce Millard recalls one day in particular in September 1943. The sea was
too rough for the amphibious Walrus which would normally be chiefly relied
upon to rescue ditched airmen. It was a day for the RAF high speed launches
and other vessels.
When LAC Millard arrived on duty in her DF (direction finding), hut at
Wittersham in Kent 72 Marauders had already attacked Rouen. Joyce remembers 6th September because it was a day in which 118 B17 aircrew had
ditched in the English Channel and were picked up mostly by RAF high
speed launches.
400 B17, “Flying Fortresses”, had taken off from various bases in East
Anglia just before 10am heading for the VK ball bearing works at Stuttgart.
They were then delayed en route because of reports that the target was
obscured by cloud. Now, with much of their fuel depleted they were given
the order to proceed. However, the weather deteriorated further and they
were attacked by 100 enemy fighters. 31 B17’s were shot down. The 388th
Bomb Group lost half of the Fortresses they had despatched and the 563rd
squadron was wiped out in that air battle. The survivors circled Stuttgart
several times but were unable to locate the ball bearing factory and jettisoned
their bombs over the city before heading for home. Formations became
separated and secondary targets were attacked with more success. On the
return flight the Forts were again attacked by fighters but this time the
fighters were unable to harass the bombers for long because they themselves
were short of fuel.
Once over the sea the bombers were by then critically short of fuel. Of those
who made it to the Kent coast seven crashed on the mainland and one landed
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Channel coast, in 1912 he was sponsored by the Daily Mail to undertake an
aeroplane tour of this country, initially visiting many coastal towns from
Newquay to Bournemouth, making beach landings where other suitable
sites were not available and no doubt for the better publicity such venues
might attract. By the summer of that year he had begun working his way up
the east coast, certainly dropping in on Southend, Colchester, Frinton, and
Walton.
A newspaper report at the time said 'Henri Salmet, one of the "Daily Mail
Airmen", arrived in Ipswich during the evening of Saturday, 10 August
1912. Large crowds watched as he landed in one of the meadows belonging to Gippeswyk Hall Farm, situated between Stone Lodge Lane and
Gwydyr Road, having flown from Clacton via Felixstowe. At seven minutes to eight, he took-off again and demonstrated his Blëriot aeroplane to
the assembled multitude until it was almost dark’. The Blëriot was then
bedded down for the weekend but M. Salmet evidently chose not stay in
Ipswich, but is believed to have travelled to London by train. ‘On Monday
12 August, the airman returned to the town and left for Gravesend in his
monoplane at about five minutes past six that evening.'
Having ‘parked’ his machine for the weekend, whilst he was away its
security was given over to the Stoke Police Constable, who incidentally was
the grandfather of a MHAS former member. Photographs are in existence
of the Constable standing with M Salmet beside his aeroplane.
It appears that Salmet’s Daily Mail epic flights continued, with tours of
Wales, north west England and Ireland, as well as London to Manchester
flights and numerous further ‘firsts’ where his craft was adapted, with floats
being fitted to enable it to land on water. He went on working for the Daily
Mail by delivering their Riviera Supplement to notable resorts on the
Mediterranean coast – often dropping bundles by parachute to waiting
customers.
Throughout the First World War he flew for the French Army both in early
aerial combat and bombing raids, together with photo reconnaissance missions, earning himself the Military Medal.
I have been assured that this was the first landing in Ipswich of an heavierthan-air machine. This could have been an opportunity (or an excuse) for
the residents of Salmet Close – or indeed perhaps the people of Ipswich –
to have a celebration?
JOHN BARBROOK
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The Chuck Wagon was inundated and they worked very hard to keep the
queue to a minimum.
Thanks to all our own hardworking members and particularly of course to the
principal organisers, Martyn Cook and Robert Dunnett.
Lastly a big thank you for all those members of the public who came, literally
in their thousands to support us and what we stand for - the preservation of
the aviation heritage of Martlesham Heath.
ALAN POWELL
HENRI SALMET

I have received an email from our member, John Barbrook concerning
the notable early French aviator, Henri Salmet.
John originally wrote to me three years ago seeking information about
him. Salmet Close on Belstead road in Ipswich is apparently so named
because Henri Salmet arrived in his aeroplane in August 1912.
I approached our archivist, Alan Smith at the time and of course he was
able to provide some information which I published in the September,
2009 newsletter.
Some of the following is in addition to that information and has now been
provided by John Barbrook. Thanks for that John.
ED

“Missed Excuse for a Celebration?”
Having lived the first 30 or so years of my life in Belstead Road – the third
generation in my family to do so – any mention of the area immediately
attracts my interest and attention. I recently learned that an acquaintance
lived in the road opposite Salmet Close. She commented that she did not
know where the road name came from. So I told her – at least what I knew
at the time.
Henri Salmet was a French aviator. He flew Blëriot aeroplanes, designed, if
not built, by Louis Blëriot who made fame by his English Channel crossing
on 25 July 1909 – a centenary only three years ago. It was, however, Salmet
who first flew non-stop from London to Paris. Working as a mechanic at the
newly established Blëriot Hendon School of Flying in 1911 he quickly
gained his flying ‘Ticket’ having been recorded as flying a Blëriot 50 hp
craft on a 50 mile trip. Within months he was appointed as Chief Flying
Instructor at the School,
After reports of several first time flights and landings along England’s
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at Gatwick and taxied into a Halifax. Four B17’s flew on to neutral Switzerland and one crashed at Lake Constance.
Twelve B17’s ditched in the sea. Spitfires of “B” Flight of 277 squadron
based at Hawkinge and Shoreham were scrambled and dropped dinghy packs
and survival gear to the crews in the water.
Other DF huts would be obtaining compass readings on the Mayday transmissions from the stricken bombers. The WAAF’s were in live telephone
contact with the control centre and these “fixes” would then be cross referenced at precisely the same time and the actual location ascertained.
When the Americans arrived in the UK in late 1942 they were entirely
dependant on our, by now, reasonably efficient air, sea rescue service. By the
Spring of 1943 they had established their own direction finding stations with
a control centre at Saffron Waldren in Essex. These DF huts were dispersed
inside the area flown by the Eighth and Ninth Air Force and were integrated
with our own, more extensive DF coverage.
Responsibility for the co-ordination of the actual rescue remained with the
RAF and the Royal Navy for most of the war and close liaison always existed
between the RAF, the Navy and the USAAF.
Although Walrus amphibians were not operational that day no less than 118
American airmen had been rescued. A wonderful achievement and what a
contrast to 1940 when, because we had no ASR, chances of survival were
very slim.
In her book Joyce relates that “all these years I had wrongly assumed that
these Forts had either been shot down by flak or by enemy fighters, but I have
discovered a lot more facts about the events of that day than I was allowed to
know way back in 1943.”
At Martlesham we have just included a set of display boards explaining the
vital part played in rescuing downed aircrews in the forbidding North Sea and
English Channel. Martlesham was the home of “A” Flight of 277 squadron
for much of the war before the arrival of 278 Squadron. Both of them
specifically formed for the purpose of air, sea rescue. Around the time of “D”
Day there were up to seven Supermarine Walrus seaplanes at RAF Martlesham.
The book by Joyce Millard is available in your local library and also online.
I believe we have a copy in the Control Tower museum.
ALAN POWELL.
Merle Olmsted is the historian for the 357th Fighter Group and has given his
account, in the eyes of an American, of Air Sea Rescue in WW2. We have
run out of space to include it in this newsletter but it will appear in the next
issue. ED
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OUR OPEN DAY – OK, FUNDAY
Our hard working volunteers have cleared a considerable area surrounding
the Control Tower museum but on Sunday 9th September it was hardly
sufficient to accommodate all the attractions and all the people who turned
up to enjoy them.
The museum was open of course and outside the
continuous sound of music from the Scottish Pipers, the Boys Brigade Band and our own Martlesham Brass all made the
day go with a swing.
The enthusiastic amateur
dancers who turned up to
entertain us by jiving to
the music of the Glenn
Miller era are always popular. Ms Joan Hicks also
sang several songs from the forties.
Attractions included a “working” cockpit of a P51
Mustang and the Chindits, telling the story of the
Burma campaign, arrived again complete with
mules. Andy Moore had once again
organised the presence of some vintage military vehicles and Colin
Whitmore saw to it that we had an
attractive array of vintage cars.
A bouncy castle and a container of
plastic balls to dive into was popular
with the children and a vintage fire engine is always popular with grown-ups
as well as children.
The vintage bus, kindly supplied by
Ipswich Transport Society once
again toured the village to have the
various remaining hangars, memorials and surviving WW2 buildings
pointed out to them via a running
commentary.
We are always grateful to the girls
and boys of the 356th Felixtowe
ATC and also one young lady from
Woodbridge ATC. They are such a
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help organising the cars and taking round donation buckets.
The RAF appreciate the historic aviation importance of Martlesham Heath
and the appearance at roof top height of a gleaming silver spitfire was a
highlight of the day. It was from the Battle of Britain Memorial Flight and
was piloted by Squadron Leader Ian Smith, their CO.

No apologies for adding this picture.
My excuse is that I need to fill the space
with another colour picture and what
better way than a picture of these two
attractive young ladies who obviously
have captured the very essence of the the
forties era, perhaps a return to those days
wouldn’t be a bad thing, what do you
think guys?

The event was opened by our President
Gordon Kinsey seen here holding our
2012 calendar, which this year features
Gordon’s drawings. The calendar is
now on general sale but in limited numbers so, get yours before we run out.

Our thanks to all the stall holders
and what a number we had and all
different in their own way. They
were all very busy and sales appeared to be very good.
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